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Letter position dyslexia in Arabic: From form
to position

Naama Friedmann∗ and Manar Haddad-Hanna
Language and Brain Lab, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel

Abstract. This study reports the reading of 11 Arabic-speaking individuals with letter position dyslexia (LPD), and the effect
of letter form on their reading errors. LPD is a peripheral dyslexia caused by a selective deficit to letter position encoding in
the orthographic-visual analyzer, which results in migration of letters within words, primarily of middle letters. The Arabic
orthography is especially interesting for the study of LPD because Arabic letters have different forms in different positions in
the word. As a result, some letter position errors require letter form change. We compared the rate of letter migrations that
change letter form with migrations that do not change letter form in 10 Arabic-speaking individuals with developmental LPD, and
one bilingual Arabic and Hebrew-speaking individual with acquired LPD. The results indicated that the participants made 40%
letter position errors in migratable words when the resulting word included the letters in the same form, whereas migrations that
changed letter form almost never occurred. The error rate of the Arabic-Hebrew bilingual reader was smaller in Arabic than in
Hebrew. However, when only words in which migrations do not change letter form were counted, the rate was similar in Arabic
and Hebrew. Hence, whereas orthographies with multiple letter forms for each letter might seem more difficult in some respects,
these orthographies are in fact easier to read in some forms of dyslexia. Thus, the diagnosis of LPD in Arabic should consider the
effect of letter forms on migration errors, and use only migratable words that do not require letter-form change. The theoretical
implications for the reading model are that letter form (of the position-dependent type found in Arabic) is part of the information
encoded in the abstract letter identity, and thus affects further word recognition processes, and that there might be a pre-lexical
graphemic buffer in which the checking of orthographic well-formedness takes place.
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1. Introduction

The same exact dyslexia can manifest itself differ-
ently in different orthographies. For example, surface
dyslexia is less pronounced in languages with a shallow
orthography than in languages with a deep orthogra-
phy; neglect dyslexia, which often affects the left side
of words, causes letter omission, substitution, and ad-
dition on the beginning of words in English and Italian,
but on the end of words in Hebrew, which is written
from right to left. Letter position dyslexia (LPD) is a
deficit in the orthographic-visual analysis system that
selectively impairs the ability to encode the relative po-
sition of letters within words and causes letter position
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errors such as reading “form” instead of “from”. LPD
is more easily detectible and causes more errors in lan-
guages like Hebrew, in which middle letter transposi-
tions frequently create other existing words. This high
probability of lexical transposition in Hebrew relates
to the Semitic morphology, which creates many word
pairs that differ in the relative order of its three root let-
ters, or in the position of a middle morphological letter.
The lexicality of transpositions also relates to the un-
derspecification of vowels, which creates many degrees
of freedom in reading the letter sequence that results
from the transposition, hence increasing the probability
of migration creating an existing word.

Arabic, like Hebrew, has Semitic morphology, and,
like Hebrew, its orthography does not represent (short)
vowels. It is thus expected that LPD will be easily
detectible in Arabic as well. However, there is another
aspect of Arabic orthography that might be relevant for
letter position errors: Arabic letters change their form
according to their position in the word (beginning,mid-
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dle, or end), and according to whether or not they ligate
to letters that precede them, as some Arabic letters do
not ligate to the following letter and some do. For ex-
ample, the letter H is written when in initial position
(and in middle position, when not ligated to the previ-
ous letter), when in middle position and ligating to
the previous letter, when in final position and ligat-
ing to the previous letter, and when final and non-
ligating. This property of Arabic orthography might
have an immediate effect on letter position errors, as
certain positions would not be appropriate for the letter
forms presented, and hence many letter position errors
might be blocked, leading to a decrease in the rate of
such errors.

Such considerations might be indicative of the in-
tricate interactions between orthographies and various
reading deficits. They can further inform theoretical
questions regarding the reading process: which fea-
tures are included in the abstract letter identity, and
whether there are pre-lexical processes that check the
well-formedness of input strings. Arabic provides a
very good testing ground for such questions, whereas
such study can obviously not be done in English and
similar orthographies in which middle letters do not
have position-dependent letter forms.

This study presents letter position dyslexia in Ara-
bic for the first time, and explores whether the exis-
tence of letter forms that are determined by letter po-
sition affects letter position errors in Arabic-speaking
individuals with LPD.

1.1. Letter form in Arabic orthography

Arabic is written from right to left. It includes 28
letters that are written in a cursive style. All Arabic
letters can be used as consonants, and three of them can
also be used as long vowels (a, i, u). The short vowels
are usually not represented in the orthography, except
for in texts for beginning readers, in which vowels are
marked by vocalization diacritics [24].

The form of each letter is determined by two factors:
its position in the word – initial, middle, or final, and
whether or not it ligates to the letter that precedes it.
Whether or not a letter ligates to the preceding letter
depends on the preceding letter: six of the Arabic let-
ters do not ligate to the following letter: , , , , ,
(A,D, ,R,Z,U). The combination of position and liga-
tion creates four letter forms: a form for letters in the
beginning of the word, a form for letters in the middle
of the word that ligate to the preceding letter, a form
for final letters that ligate to the preceding letter, and a

form for final letters that do not ligate to the preceding
letter. Middle letters that do not ligate to the preceding
letter are written using the initial letter form.

As shown in Table 1, twenty letters change their form
between initial/medial and final positions, and 8 letters
only change their ligation according to whether or not
they are ligated to the preceding letter.

This property of Arabic orthography whereby letter
form is a product of letter position and ligation yields
the following with respect to letter position errors: for
some target words, a letter position error creates a word
with the exact same letter forms, only in different posi-
tions (like – , TMHL-THML in orthograph-
ic transliteration, in which the M and the H exchange
positions but keep their form). For other target words,
however, letter position errors create a word with dif-
ferent letter forms, as is the case when a ligated let-
ter moves to a position after a non-ligating letter (like

, GAHZ-GHAZ, in which the H alternates
between middle-ligating and middle non ligating [ini-
tial] forms). In these cases, the same letter has different
forms in different positions, and hence, transposing the
letters in the middle of the word while keeping their
original letter forms would create an orthographically
illegal sequence, (with an H in a ligating form af-
ter a non-ligating letter, which should have been ).
Such a sequence is impossible in all common Arabic
fonts.

The main research question of this study was, then,
whether the existence of such position-dependent letter
forms affects the rate of letter position errors in LPD.
Specifically, we wanted to know whether there would
be fewer letter position errors when the word that re-
sulted from the error required letter form change, than
when the word resulting from transposition includes
the same letter forms as the original word. Put differ-
ently, we ask whether migrations are less likely when
they create an illegal orthographic sequence.

In the first stage of word reading, the stage of
orthographic-visual analysis, two separate processes
take place: abstract letter identification, and letter po-
sition encoding [6–8,20,25]. Abstract letter identity,
ALI, is independent of information that is irrelevant to
word reading, such as information about size, case, and
font [1,4,5,9,23,26,34,11] (see Rapp et al. [27] for a
review). If letter form is encoded (as part of the ALI
or as an additional source of information) during the
early stages of Arabic word reading, and is not discard-
ed when the ALI is created, then letter form should
affect reading, provide information on letter position,
and thus modulate errors in LPD.
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Table 1
Arabic letter forms

A somewhat similar property of the Hebrew orthog-
raphy was reported to affect reading in LPD (and in
neglexia). Five of the letters in Hebrew have two dif-
ferent forms: one form is used only at the end of the
word, and the other form is used in all other positions.
Friedmann and Gvion [14] analyzed the rate of letter
transposition that involved these final form letters when
they appeared as final letters in the target word and
moved to a non-final position, and when they appeared
as penultimate and moved to final position, and com-
pared these rates to such errors in letters that do not
change form, in Hebrew-speaking individuals with ac-
quired or developmental LPD. The results were clear
cut: there were almost no errors that caused letter-form
change, i.e., letters in final form did not change their
position, and letters in non-final form did not move to
final position if this required a letter form change. Sim-
ilarly, Friedmann and Gvion found that neglect errors
were also affected by letter form. Additions did not
occur after a letter in final form (because this would
require a final form to appear in middle position), and
no omissions occurred after a letter in non-final form if

it was a letter that had to appear in a different form as a
final letter (because this would require a nonfinal form
letter to appear in final position).

Arabic orthography is even more promising for a
research of this type: whereas in Hebrew only 5 let-
ters change form, and only letters in the final position
(which very rarely migrates in LPD) change form, in
Arabic all the letters change their form (or ligation),
and different positions in the middle of the word also
yield different forms, and some letters have as many as
4 different forms. Thus, Arabic orthography offers a
unique window through which we can look at the cre-
ation of abstract letter identity and of the effect of or-
thographic constraints such as position-dependent let-
ter forms on the manifestation of LPD, questions that
are left unanswered if only English-like orthographies,
which include no such letter form changes, are stud-
ied. (See [14] for a discussion of the possible effects
of capital letters on reading in dyslexia).

The question of whether there are fewer letter po-
sition errors when the word that results from the er-
ror requires letter form change than when it includes
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the same letter forms as the original word was tested
in 10 individuals with developmental LPD by compar-
ing migration errors that do and do not change letter
form. Another related question was whether, because
of the relationship between letter position and letter
form in Arabic, the general rate of letter position errors
is lower than in languages in which middle letters do
not change their form. This was tested in a bilingual
Arabic-Hebrew reader with acquired LPD, whose letter
position errors in Arabic and Hebrew were compared
(and for whom we also tested the effect of letter form
on letter position errors).

2. Developmental LPD

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants
The participants with developmental LPD were ten

Arabic-speaking individuals. They were speakers of
Palestinian Arabic and readers of Standard Arabic,
3 girls and 7 boys, aged 10;0–17;5 (M = 12;8) at the
time of the testing.1 All of them lived in the Galilee, in
the north of Israel. None of them had a history of brain
lesion, neurological disease, or loss of consciousness.
They all studied in regular classes in regular schools,
and none of them had language disabilities (SLI). The
teachers and parents of all these participants reported
them as having learning problems at school, and this
was their reason for referring them to us for diagno-
sis, though they had not been diagnosed with dyslexia
before we tested them.

They were diagnosed with LPD on the basis of the
Arabic TILTAN screening test [12] which includes
207 words, selected so that the word list can detect
the various types of dyslexia – including words that,
when read through the grapheme-to-phoneme conver-
sion route, can be read as other words, for the detection
of surface dyslexia, words that can be read as different
words following the migration of a letter from a word
above or below, for the detection of attentional dyslex-
ia, words with many orthographic neighbors for detect-
ing visual dyslexia, words with a lexical potential for
omission or substitution on the left or on the right, for

1We tested an additional adolescent with developmental LPD, who
showed the same pattern of results. However, because she also had
a hearing impairment, we did not include her in the study, as it is not
clear how a hearing impairment affects the performance with respect
to the research questions.

the detection of neglexia, abstract words and function
words for the detection of deep dyslexia, and, crucially,
38 migratable words with a lexical potential for middle
letter migration, for the detection of LPD.

For each of the ten participants, the main error type
was migration of middle letters. On average, they made
migration errors on 18.7% of the migratable words in
the list (range 8%–37%, SD = 9.4%), all of them in
middle positions. They had very few errors that were
not letter-position errors, and were clear cases of selec-
tive LPD. However, because 6 of them also had some
degree of vowel letter dyslexia, which also involves
vowel migrations, but results from a deficit in the sub-
lexical route [21], we included in the analysis only
words in which the migration is of two consonants.

We also administered a lexical decision task in which
40 letter sequences were presented for lexical decision,
ofwhich halfwere real words, and half were migratable
nonwords (like “talbe”), and a migratable word com-
prehension task, in which the participants saw 10 mi-
gratable words, each word presented with two pictures,
one matching the word and the other matching the mi-
gration counterpart of the word. These tasks were ad-
ministered to seven of the participants (the last seven in
Table 2), and also showed a clear problem with letter
position encoding: On the average, in the lexical deci-
sion task they accepted 51.4% of the migratable non-
words as words (range 20%-90%, SD = 27.5%). In the
word-picture matching task they performed at chance,
pointing only 61.4% of the time to the correct picture
(range 20%-90%, SD = 22.7%). These tasks also sup-
port the diagnosis of LPD, because they indicate that
the deficit is located in the reading input stage, and af-
fects word identification and comprehension evenwhen
reading aloud is not required.

2.1.2. Material
For the assessment of the effect of letter form on

migration errors, each participant read a list of 122 mi-
gratable words in Standard Arabic,2 4–6 letters long.

Friedmann and Gvion [13,14] and Friedmann and
Rahamim [15,16] reported three main characteristics

2The spoken language of our participants was Palestinian Arabic,
a language that is not written (as is the case for all spoken varieties of
Arabic). Standard Arabic is the written language, and the language
used in formal contexts, which differs from Palestinian Arabic in
lexical items (as well as in certain aspects of phonology and syn-
tax). Thus, the participants grew up speaking Palestinian Arabic, but
learned to read the related but not identical form, Standard Arabic.
Because of this diglossic situation [10,29], we verified that the words
we used in Standard Arabic were known to the participants.
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that affect letter migration in acquired and developmen-
tal LPD in Hebrew. Firstly, significantly more letter
position errors occur in migratablewords, i.e., words in
which a letter migration creates another existing word
(like form and from in English). Secondly, most of the
letter position errors occur in middle positions, where-
as the first and final letters are relatively immune to
migrations. Finally, more letter position errors occur
when the target word is less frequent than its migration
counterpart.

Thus, all the words in our list were created according
to these three principles: they were migratable words,
with a potential for middle letter migration, and the
selected migratable word from each migratable word
pair was always the less frequent word (according to
the judgment of three native speakers of Arabic).

Each of these words belonged to one of four types
with respect to the change in letter form following a
letter position error: letter form changing, final-letter
form changing, ligation changing, and same form.

The form change list included 24 words in which
a middle letter migration causes a change in the form
of a middle letter, such as (GAHZ-GHAZ),
namely, words in which a letter position change of the
middle letters, keeping the original letter forms, would
create an orthographically illegal sequence (in the com-
mon fonts). This was created by selecting migratable
words in which one middle letter was a letter that had
different middle letter forms when ligated and when
not ligated to the preceding letter: these letters have the
following form when ligated: whereas their
respective non-ligated forms are: , , . These let-
ters appeared before or after one of the letters that do
not ligate to the following letter ( , , , , , ), so that
when the middle letter order changed, it created a word
in which the moved letter changed its ligation status
and hence its form.

The final letter form change list included 16 words
in which a middle letter migration creates a change
only in the form of the final letter (and only change of
ligation in middle letters). For example, a change in
the order of the letters (RK) in the word yields
the word (BRKH-BKRH), in which the final letter
H changes its form from to because it now appears
following the non ligating letter (R).

The ligation change list included 42 words in which
a middle letter migration creates a change in the ligation
status of a letter, without changing its form, like –

(ŠAR – ŠRA ).
The same form list included 40 migratable words

in which a middle letter migration does not cause

any change in letter form, like – (INCN –
ICNC ). See the Appendix for examples of each of the
four word types.

The stimuli of the four conditions were randomly
ordered, and displayed on a white page, one below
the other, in 14 pt. font with double vertical spacing
between the words.

2.1.3. Procedure
Each participant was tested separately in a quiet

room. The participants were asked to read each word
aloud, and no time limit was set. The analysis was made
on their first responses to each word.

The comparison between the performance in two ex-
perimental conditions for each participant was done us-
ing a chi-square test when the expected cell frequencies
were equal to or greater than 5, and using Fisher’s exact
test when the expected frequency for one or more cells
was smaller than 5. The comparison between condi-
tions at the group level was conducted using a t-test.
An alpha level of 0.05 was used.

2.2. Results

The results indicated that letter form had a crucial ef-
fect on the rate of letter position errors in LPD. All par-
ticipants presented the same pattern: they made few-
er letter position errors when the change of position
caused change in letter form than when the position
error did not change the letter form.

As seen in Table 2, whenever the letter position error
created a form change, either of the transposing middle
letters themselves or of the final letters, almost no po-
sition errors occurred. Only 5 errors occurred within
a total of 240 words from the form-changing list. The
participants not only refrained from moving letters that
would change their own form, but also refrained from
middle letter position errors when they created form
change in the final letter, which did not move itself,
but was affected by middle letter migration: they made
only 6 such errors out of a total of 160 words (4%).
This is in contrast with the very high letter position er-
ror rate, 40%, when the middle letters that transposed
did not change their letter form or letter ligation. Some
of the participants even had more than 80% errors on
these words.

In the words in which migration changed only the
ligation of middle letters, without changing the letter
form, the participants made 10% errors. Namely, not
only the change of letter form itself but also a change
of its ligation reduced the letter position error rate.
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Table 2
Number of migration errors in the 4 types of migratable words

Form change Final letter form change Ligation change Same form
Number of words n = 24 n = 16 n = 42 n = 40

RO 0 0 4 34
SA 1 2 7 33
AB 0 0 9 35
HM 1 0 2 5
AS 0 1 1 10
MX 1 0 3 9
MS 0 1 2 5
SHS 1 0 4 8
HI 1 2 10 14
AL 0 0 0 8

Total %errors 2% 4% 10% 40%

The letter position error rate was significantly higher
in words in which letter position errors do not change
letter form than in words in which the form of the trans-
posing letters changes, t(9)= 3.77, p = 0.002,words in
which the form of the final letter changes, t(9) = 3.69,
p = 0.003, and words in which the ligation changes,
t(9) = 3.49, p = 0.003. More errors were found in
words in which migration only changes the ligation of
letters than in words that change middle letter form,
t(9) = 3.26, p = 0.005. Furthermore, on the individual
level, each individual participant made more errors on
the words with no form change than on the two word
types that involved letter form change, this was sig-
nificant using Fisher’s exact test at the p < 0.03 level
for nine participants, and p = 0.10 for the participant
who had the fewest errors. Similarly to the reports
from previous studies of LPD [13–15], the migrations
occurred almost exclusively in middle letters, and only
two errors occurred that could be interpreted as a trans-
position of first and second letters (but could also be
interpreted as a migration of a diacritical marking).

The very high percentage of middle letter migration
errors in migratable words that did not change letter
form or letter ligation, 40% in average, is significant-
ly larger than chance (using binomial distribution) for
some of the participants, indicating that they did not
randomly guess the order of the middle letters, rather
they actually reversed them most of the time. This is
probably because the letter position encoding function
did not provide the lexicon with information about the
position of the middle letters, and the lexicon retrieved
the most accessible word that matched the partial in-
formation about the word. The fact that the partici-
pants were usually wrong was a result of our decision
to always use the less frequent word of each migratable
word pair as the target word.

3. Acquired LPD in a reader of Arabic and
Hebrew

To compare the rate of letter position errors in a
language in which letter forms vary according to letter
position and in a language in which there are no such
letter forms (only 5 final forms that are not affected by
middle letter migrations), the best comparison would
be a within-subject comparison. Thus, to compare the
error rates between the languages and to further assess
the effect of letter form on letter position errors in LPD
in its acquired form, we tested IM, a bilingual reader
of Arabic and Hebrew who had acquired LPD.

3.1. Participant

IM is a 28 year-old man who sustained a traumatic
brain injurywith left parietal compressed skull fracture.
He was a proficient speaker of both languages – he
spoke Arabic at home, he served in the Israeli army
where he spoke Hebrew, and spoke both languages at
work and in social contexts. He had no premorbid
history of reading, writing, or language disorders in
either of the languages. Following the brain injury, he
had dyslexia and dysgraphia in Arabic and in Hebrew.3

In reading, his main error type was migration of
middle letters. His comprehension of single written
migratable words in Hebrew, even when the test did
not to require reading aloud, also showed middle letter
migration errors, and hence, indicated a deficit at the
input stage of reading. He made no phoneme order
errors in spontaneous speech. In writing Hebrew and
Arabic he also mainly made errors of middle letter
order, some migrations of diacritics, and only a single
position error of an exterior letter.

3We thank Galit Ben-Or for her help with the testing of IM.
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3.2. Method

We asked IM to read a list of 81 Hebrew migratable
words and a list of 111 Arabic migratable words on the
same day.4 The words were presented one above the
other, with double spacing between lines, and IM was
asked to read them aloud, with no time limits.

3.3. Results

In the Hebrew list of migratable words, IM made
23% middle letter position errors (19 errors out of
81 words),5 whereas in Arabic he only made 9% (10
errors out of 111 words) middle letter position errors.
Crucially, his letter position errors in Arabic occurred
only in migratable words in which a migration did not
change letter form (or ligation). When we counted on-
ly the same-form migratable words, he made 28% let-
ter position errors of the target same-form words. He
made no letter position errors in form-changing words.
Thus, his results with respect to the way in which form-
changing letters affect letter position errors were the
same as those we found for the participants with de-
velopmental LPD: he made letter position errors only
when these errors did not involve a letter-form change.

An important result emerges from the comparison of
IM’s error rates in Arabic and in Hebrew. When con-
sidering the full list of migratable words, he made sig-
nificantly fewer letter position errors in Arabic than in
Hebrew (9% compared to 23%), χ2 = 7.62, p = 0.006.
Here, it is crucial to recall the difference between Ara-
bic and Hebrew: whereas in Arabic only some of the
migratable words preserve letter form following migra-
tion, in Hebrew all middle letter migrations preserve
letter form. When calculating IM’s percentage of let-
ter position errors in Arabic only out of the non-form-
changing migratable words, his error rate was 28%.
Thus, when considering only the migratable words that
do not change letter form, the migration rates in Arabic
and Hebrew become very similar (28% and 23%, χ2 =
0.25, p = 0.62). Therefore, although IM had the same
deficit in the two languages, with a tendency to make
letter position errors in approximately a quarter of the
words, letter-form in Arabic significantly reduced his
general error rate, and blocked errors in words in which
letter position errors cause letter form change.

4This was crucial because he was recovering quickly, and two
weeks later, when we came to administer more tests, he was already
reading almost without errors, so we report only the data collected
on that day.

5His main error type was letter position errors. In addition, he
made a few other errors: 1 omission and 1 substitution of a letter in
Hebrew, and 4 omissions/shortening of vowels in Arabic.

4. Discussion

This study demonstrated, for the first time, letter
position dyslexia in Arabic, in both developmental and
acquired forms. It showed that letter form has a crucial
effect on reading in LPD. Whereas letter migrations
that did not cause letter form change occurred very
frequently (40% on the average, and up to 88% errors
for some of the participants with developmental LPD),
almost no errors of letter position were made when they
would have caused a change in letter form, namely,
when transposing the letters using the original letter
forms would create an orthographically illegal word.

This effect existed both when the middle letter trans-
position would have changed the form of the transpos-
ing letters, and when it would have changed the form
of the final letter, which was not involved in the trans-
position. Even when the letter position errors would
have caused only a change in the ligation of the letters,
the rate of letter position errors was reduced, albeit to
a smaller degree than for the letter-form change words.

Thus, letter form reduces migrations in LPD. Al-
though prima facie it seems that an orthography with
several letter forms for each letter would be harder to
read and learn, the results from IM, a bilingual reader
of Arabic and Hebrew with acquired LPD, indicate that
the general rate of letter position errors is actually low-
er in Arabic than in Hebrew. This was indicated by his
significantly higher error rate in Hebrew than in Ara-
bic, alongside with the similarity in error rates when
only non-form-changingmigratable words were count-
ed in both languages. Thus, the existence of varying
letter forms actually reduces letter position errors. For
example, when reading a book or an article (in which
there are migratable words of all kinds, i.e., chang-
ing and non-changing letter forms), orthographies with
position-related letter forms are expected to yield low-
er migration error rates than orthographies in which
middle letters have the same form in all positions.

These results have straightforward implications for
the diagnosis of LPD in Arabic, and probably for other
languages with position-related letter forms. To detect
LPD in these languages, the words that should be in-
cluded in a diagnostic word list should be words with
a lexical potential for middle letter migrations that do
not change the letter form.

Thefindings of this study also have theoretical impli-
cations with respect to the early stages of word reading.
The dissociation found between good letter identifica-
tion, reflected in the absence of letter identity errors,
and poor letter position encoding, reflected in letter
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position errors, supports the modularity of the func-
tions of the orthographic-visual analysis system (see
Fig. 1). It indicates that letter identification and letter
position are two separate functions, which can be se-
lectively impaired. This is so even in the developmen-
tal form of LPD. Although the participants had devel-
opmental dyslexia, they mastered the identification of
letter forms and the orthographic rules that determine
them, and were able to use this information for anchor-
ing letters to their positions. These results are consis-
tent with Friedmann and Gvion’s [14] results, accord-
ing to which not only (Hebrew-speaking) individuals
with acquired LPD, but also those with developmental
LPD showed a significant effect of final letter form on
letter position error rate. Thisfinding not only indicates
that letter identification and letter position encoding are
dissociable, but also that letter identification can de-
velop normally even when letter position encoding is
selectively impaired.

4.1. Letter form information is encoded in the ALI

The other theoretical implication relates to the en-
coding of letter forms. During the identification of ab-
stract letter identity, some information about letters that
is irrelevant to word reading such as size and font is
discarded. The results indicate that letter form infor-
mation is not discarded. It is encoded and used. How
is it encoded? We suggest that letter form information
is encoded as part of the abstract letter identity, ALI [1,
4,5,9,23,26,34,11] (see Rapp et al. [27] for a review).
One possibility is that it is encoded as an additional
type of information in the abstract letter identity, name-
ly, all letter forms of the same letter are mapped on-
to the same ALI but with indication of the form they
appeared in. Another possibility is that the different
forms of the same letter have different abstract letter
identity units. Even if separate ALIs are created for
different letter forms, the different forms should still
be identified in the orthographic input lexicon as in-
stances of the same letter.6 This is because Arabic is a

6A mechanism such as the one put forward by Polk and Farah [26]
cannot explain how various letter forms are identified as instances of
the same letter. Polk and Farah [26] suggested that two letters are
mapped onto the same ALI unit if they appear in the same context of
other letters; for example, if a letter in the same word appears once
in capital and once as a small letter (“Word” and “word”), the two
occurrences are mapped to the same ALI (See [14] for a discussion
of the difference between letter form and case). In Arabic, a letter
always takes the same letter form in the context of the same letters;
different letter forms never appear in the same context, because the

Semitic language, organized by tri-consonantal roots.
The same letters of the root always appear in the same
relative order, but they can appear in various positions
in words of the same root, depending on the inflection
and template. (For example, the letter H of the root
HRB can be incorporated as the initial letter in the word
HARABA, ran-away, or as a middle ligated letter in the
word YAHRUBU, run-away). In order to identify the
morphological relation between these words, the iden-
tification of various forms of the same letter is required.
If the lexicon stores morphemes rather than morpho-
logically complex words [2,3,17,22,31–33], then it has
to be able to store the same abstract root (or stem) for
different morphologically complex words that include
the same root, and therefore has to have the roots ab-
stracted away of letter forms.

4.2. How are letter-form changing migrations
blocked?

Another implication of the results relates to the way
form-changing letter position errors are blocked. To
describe how the difference in letter forms prevents let-
ter position errors, we start by explicating our basic as-
sumptions regarding LPD. As discussed in Friedmann
and Rahamim [15], the clear effect of frequency on let-
ter position errors indicates that it is not the case that
the relative position of middle letters is encoded in-
correctly (because then the lexicon would have activat-
ed an incorrect word, regardless of its frequency), but
rather that the orthographic-visual analyzer produces
an output that is underspecified with respect to the po-
sition of middle letters. When the orthographic input
lexicon receives this partial information, it retrieves the
first word that matches the partial information, and be-
cause it is ordered according to frequency, the lexicon
is more likely to retrieve first the more frequent word
that matches this information. This was the case with
the participants in the current study as well. The effect
of frequency on their reading could be seen in the find-
ing that some of them had more letter position errors
on non-form-changingmigratable words than expected
by chance. This rate resulted from the properties of
the presented words: we presented only the migratable
words that were the less frequent words of each migra-
tion pair. This finding, indicating that the reading of

same letters before and after the letter in the same relative order
would always require the same letter form. Thus, such mechanism
could not account for how various letter forms in Arabic are mapped
to the same ALI.
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our participants was affected by frequency, shows that
they have the same underlying deficit as the previously
reported LPD cases: their letter position information
was missing, rather than incorrectly encoded.

Under the assumption of underspecified middle let-
ter positions, there are two possible mechanisms by
which letter form modulates letter position errors. One
possibility is that the orthographic input lexicon en-
codes words with their letter forms. When a word like

(GHAZ, gihaz, equipment) is read, it includes a
middle-form H, so the partial information that reaches
the lexicon, which includes the letter form, matches on-
ly this word in the lexicon, and not its migration coun-
terpart (GAHZ, gahez, ready) which, although an
existing word, includes an initial-form H (in contrast
with the middle form of H in GHAZ which is used
after a nonligating letter). This option explains why
non-form-changingmigrations can occur, but the letter
strings that result from form-changing migrations do
not exist in the orthographic input lexicon, and are thus
never made. This possibility however, is not complete-
ly plausible if one assumes that the lexicon in Arabic
includes morphemes rather than whole morphological-
ly complex words because the same root morpheme (or
stem) ismapped to different letter forms according to its
position in the complexword. Therefore, it seems more
reasonable that the lexicon would store the morphemes
abstracted away from their letter forms, because the let-
ter form of the same root letter can change in different
inflections and templates. Moreover, if it were only the
lexicon that prevented letter position errors that create
orthographically illegal letter sequences, letter position
errors violating letter form would have been blocked in
words, but would still occur in nonwords.7

Another possibility, which fits the morphologi-
cal considerations better, is that the first stage of
orthographic-visual analysis encodes letter identity,
still including the letter form, and letter position. This
information then enters a pre-lexical mechanism, pos-
sibly a graphemic input buffer, which holds the infor-
mation for a short time, and checks it for orthographic

7We only have data from the oral reading of 16 migratable non-
words per participant for 3 participants and for 12 migratable non-
words for 7 participants, but within this small number of nonwords,
they had an average of 35.8% migration errors (SD = 21.9%). All
their errors were migrations of letters in middle positions, and they
made no violation of letter form. Clearly, a broader investigation of
the reading of migratable nonword reading with and without form
change in LPD is desirable.

violations.8 This might also be the stage at which the
initial morphological decomposition takes place [28,
30]. If an orthographic violation such as initial let-
ter form in middle ligating position is detected at this
stage, this representation crashes, and the information
cannot be transferred to the next stages, the lexicon and
the grapheme-to-phoneme converter. Within a situa-
tion of underspecification of middle letter position, one
may assume that all possible options of middle letter
position arrive in this checking buffer, but the illegal
ones crash. This would yield the observed pattern of
there being no errors that violate the orthographicwell-
formedness rules. This graphemic input buffer is sen-
sitive to letter forms, but the next stage, the lexicon,
no longer needs to have access to letter forms, so letter
form information may be discarded after the stage of
orthographic checking.

Thus, this study indicates that the existence of let-
ter forms that are determined by the relative position
of the letter within the word modulates letter position
errors in Arabic LPD, by blocking letter position errors
that change letter form. This, in turn, reduces the gen-
eral error rate in LPD in Arabic, which has position-
dependent letter forms formiddle letters, in comparison
to Hebrew, a language with a similar orthography and
morphology, which does not have position-dependent
forms for middle letters. These findings support the
existence of two separate functions of the orthographic-
visual analysis system, abstract letter identification and
letter position encoding, which develop separately and
can be selectively impaired. The effect of letter form on
letter position errors in LPD in a morphologically rich
orthography suggests that a pre-lexical mechanism ex-
ists, which receives the information from the first stage
of orthographic-visualanalysis, which still includes let-
ter form information, checks the well-formedness of
the input string.
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Appendix

Examples for words in each of the four conditions – the targetword and the lexical result of middle letter migration.
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